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"What fun! This novel has it all–romance, laughs, a dollop of mystery. I was entertained from start to finish… And I want those shoes!" –NY
Times bestselling author Eileen Goudge "Like hanging out with your funniest friend over a glass of champagne, Rita Hayworth’s Shoes is
both hilarious and thought-provoking. LaSala knows how to combine humor and romance for a story the reader can jump inside and enjoy."
–NY Times bestselling author Patti Callahan Henry Amy Miller gets dumped on her wedding day and everyone knows it's for the best, as her
relationship with David had eaten away at her for years. Except for Amy... When her best friend, Jane Austen-Rabinowitz, and Jane's
sagacious six-year-old daughter, Zoe, convince Amy to treat herself to an extravagantly priced, super-cute pair of shoes, which purportedly
once belonged to a siren of the silver screen, she balks at first, but their allure soon wears her down. Once they are hers, her life turns
around. She gets refocused on her career and meets a true kindred spirit, the also-jilted English professor, Decklin Thomas. She's not
attracted to Deck at first. But when circumstances lead to them spending more time together, they bond, and Amy starts to believe she may
have found her soul mate. But when Deck's former wife goes missing, again, the perfect romance may not be what it seems... Sparkly and
witty as a 1940s screwball comedy, and filled with quirky characters and lots of delightful surprises, Rita Hayworth's Shoes is a story of
bouncing back, a heartwarming and potentially heartbreaking romance, and even a mystery rolled into one fun, hilarious page-turner.
“Like Curt Flood and Oscar Robertson, who paved the way for free agency in sports, Ed O’Bannon decided there was a principle at stake...
O’Bannon gave the movement to reform college sports...passion and purpose, animated by righteous indignation.” —Jeremy Schaap, ESPN
journalist and New York Times bestselling author In 2009, Ed O’Bannon, once a star for the 1995 NCAA Champion UCLA Bruins and a first-
round NBA draft pick, thought he’d made peace with the NCAA’s exploitive system of “amateurism.” College athletes generated huge
profits, yet—training nearly full-time, forced to tailor coursework around sports, often pawns in corrupt investigations—they saw little from those
riches other than revocable scholarships and miniscule chances of going pro. Still, that was all in O’Bannon’s past...until he saw the video
game NCAA Basketball 09. As avatars of their college selves—their likenesses, achievements, and playing styles—O’Bannon and his
teammates were still making money for the NCAA. So, when asked to fight the system for players past, present, and future—and seeking no
personal financial reward, but rather the chance to make college sports more fair—he agreed to be the face of what became a landmark class-
action lawsuit. Court Justice brings readers to the front lines of a critical battle in the long fight for players’ rights while also offering
O’Bannon’s unique perspective on today’s NCAA recruiting scandals. From the basketball court to the court of law facing NCAA executives,
athletic directors, and “expert” witnesses; and finally to his innovative ideas for reform, O’Bannon breaks down history’s most important
victory yet against the inequitable model of multi-billion-dollar “amateur” sports.
Detailed instructions and illustrations show how to repair and provide routine maintenance for late sixties model Volkswagens and Karmann
Ghias
Covers all sedans including XR6 and XR8, station wagon, utility, cab chassis and Fairlane - LTD. Includes LPG and turbo engines.
A filmmaker takes readers behind the lens in a series of candid interviews with creators of some of the most influential documentaries of our
time. Filmmakers, film students, documentary makers for film and television, and lovers of pop culture will hear, in the filmmakers’ own
words, the challenges and triumphs faced in making documentaries. Firsthand knowledge is shared on such topics as how the documentary
process differs from making fictional films, storytelling technique, ethical boundaries, funding, film festivals, and much more. Industry leaders
and award-winning filmmakers interviewed include: Ross McElwee, Albert Maysles, Susan Froemke, Bruce Sinofsky, Liz Garbus, DA
Pennebaker, Chris Hedegus, Allie Light and Nick Broomfield. This reference provides insight into some of the most potent and best-known
documentary work done in recent years Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual
and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we
don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can
help our audience of readers.
From the author of the celebrated classic Louder Than Hell comes an oral history of the badass Heavy Metal lifestyle—the debauchery,
demolition, and headbanging dedication—featuring metalhead musicians from Black Sabbath and Judas Priest to Twisted Sister and Quiet
Riot to Disturbed, Megadeth, Throwdown and more. In his song “You Can’t Kill Rock and Roll” Ozzy Osbourne sings, “Rock and roll is my
religion and my law.” This is the mantra of the metal legends who populate Raising Hell—artists from Black Sabbath, Judas Priest, Slipknot,
Slayer, and Lamb of God to Twisted Sister, Quiet Riot, Disturbed, Megadeth, and many more! It’s also the guiding principle for underground
voices like Misery Index, Gorgoroth, Municipal Waste, and Throwdown. Through the decades, the metal scene has been populated by
colorful individuals who have thwarted convention and lived by their own rules. For many, vice has been virtue, and the opportunity to record
albums and tour has been an invitation to push boundaries and blow the lid off a Pandora’s box of riotous experiences: thievery, vandalism,
hedonism, the occult, stage mishaps, mosh pit atrocities, and general insanity. To the figures in this book, metal is a means of banding
together to stick a big middle finger to a society that had already decided they didn’t belong. Whether they were oddballs who didn’t fit in or
angry kids from troubled backgrounds, metal gave them a sense of identity. Drawing from 150-plus first-hand interviews with vocalists,
guitarists, bassists, keyboardists, and drummers, music journalist Jon Wiederhorn offers this collection of wild shenanigans from metal’s
heaviest and most iconic acts—the parties, the tours, the mosh pits, the rage, the joy, the sex, the drugs . . . the heavy metal life! Horns up!
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at
the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued in the month of
January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes would not
be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Techniques for optimizing large-scale IP routing operation and managing network growth Understand the goals of
scalable network design, including tradeoffs between network scaling, convergence speed, and resiliency Learn basic
techniques applicable to any network design, including hierarchy, addressing, summarization, and information hiding
Examine the deployment and operation of EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS protocols on large-scale networks Understand when
and how to use a BGP core in a large-scale network and how to use BGP to connect to external networks Apply high
availability and fast convergence to achieve 99.999 percent, or “five 9s” network uptime Secure routing systems with the
latest routing protocol security best practices Understand the various techniques used for carrying routing information
through a VPN Optimal Routing Design provides the tools and techniques, learned through years of experience with
network design and deployment, to build a large-scale or scalable IP-routed network. The book takes an easy-to-read
approach that is accessible to novice network designers while presenting invaluable, hard-to-find insight that appeals to
more advanced-level professionals as well. Written by experts in the design and deployment of routing protocols, Optimal
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Routing Design leverages the authors’ extensive experience with thousands of customer cases and network designs.
Boiling down years of experience into best practices for building scalable networks, this book presents valuable
information on the most common problems network operators face when seeking to turn best effort IP networks into
networks that can support Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)-type availability and reliability. Beginning with an
overview of design fundamentals, the authors discuss the tradeoffs between various competing points of network design,
the concepts of hierarchical network design, redistribution, and addressing and summarization. This first part provides
specific techniques, usable in all routing protocols, to work around real-world problems. The next part of the book details
specific information on deploying each interior gateway protocol (IGP)—including EIGRP, OSPF, and IS-IS—in real-world
network environments. Part III covers advanced topics in network design, including border gateway protocol (BGP), high-
availability, routing protocol security, and virtual private networks (VPN). Appendixes cover the fundamentals of each
routing protocol discussed in the book; include a checklist of questions and design goals that provides network engineers
with a useful tool when evaluating a network design; and compare routing protocols strengths and weaknesses to help
you decide when to choose one protocol over another or when to switch between protocols. “The complexity associated
with overlaying voice and video onto an IP network involves thinking through latency, jitter, availability, and recovery
issues. This text offers keen insights into the fundamentals of network architecture for these converged environments.”
—John Cavanaugh, Distinguished Services Engineer, Cisco Systems® This book is part of the Networking Technology
Series from Cisco Press‚ which offers networking professionals valuable information for constructing efficient networks,
understanding new technologies, and building successful careers.
Bosch literature sets the standard for concise explanations of the function and engineering of automotive systems and
components: from Fuel Injection, to Anti-lock Braking Systems, to Alarm Systems. These books are a great resource for
anyone who wants quick access to advanced automotive engineering information. The vocational or technical school
instructor faced with tough questions from inquiring students will find welcome answers in their pages. Advanced
enthusiasts who want to understand what goes on under the skin of today's sophisticated automobiles will find the
explanations they seek. And motivated technicians who want to cultivate a confident expertise will find the technical
information they need. Both handbooks are fully stitched, case bound and covered with strong but flexible "shop-proof"
vinyl for long life. Each of these exhaustive reference manuals includes application-specific material gathered from the
engineers of leading European auto companies and other original equipment manufacturers, as well as input from
leading authorities at universities throughout the world. Each book is edited by the same Bosch technical experts who
design and build the world's finest automotive and diesel systems and components. In every field there's a single,
indispensable reference work that rises above the rest. In the automotive world that reference is the blue Automotive
Handbook from Bosch. Now in its brand new 4th edition and expanded to over 840 pages. With more than 1,000 cut-
away illustrations, diagrams, tables and sectional drawings, this definitive encyclopedia of automotive engineering
information is both exhaustive and accessible, making even sophisticated automotiveconcepts easy to visualize and
understand. The 4th edition includes an all-new, comprehensive section on Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC), that covers
traction control system design and operation. 19 other subject areas have been expanded and updated. Section
headings in the new 4th edition include: -- Vehicle Dynamics Control (NEW!) -- Sensors -- Reliability -- Lighting -- Air
supply -- Mathematics -- Navigation systems -- Braking equipment -- Power transmission -- Chassis -- Starting and
ignition -- Comfort and safety -- General technical knowledge -- Motor-vehicle dynamics -- Vehicle bodies, passenger and
commercial -- Symbols used in vehicle electrical systems -- Vehicle windows and window cleaning -- Heating and air
conditioning -- Communication and information systems -- Vehicle hydraulics and pneumatics -- Environmental effects of
vehicle equipment -- Actuators -- Quality -- Vehicle drives -- Fuel metering -- Physics -- Driver information -- Materials
science -- Road-vehicle systems -- Alarm & signaling systems -- Engine exhaust gases -- Road traffic legislation
Direct injection enables precise control of the fuel/air mixture so that engines can be tuned for improved power and fuel
economy, but ongoing research challenges remain in improving the technology for commercial applications. As fuel
prices escalate DI engines are expected to gain in popularity for automotive applications. This important book, in two
volumes, reviews the science and technology of different types of DI combustion engines and their fuels. Volume 1 deals
with direct injection gasoline and CNG engines, including history and essential principles, approaches to improved fuel
economy, design, optimisation, optical techniques and their applications. Reviews key technologies for enhancing direct
injection (DI) gasoline engines Examines approaches to improved fuel economy and lower emissions Discusses DI
compressed natural gas (CNG) engines and biofuels
The definitive oral history of heavy metal, Louder Than Hell by renowned music journalists Jon Wiederhorn and Katherine
Turman includes hundreds of interviews with the giants of the movement, conducted over the past 25 years. Unlike many
forms of popular music, metalheads tend to embrace their favorite bands and follow them over decades. Metal is not only
a pastime for the true aficionados; it’s a lifestyle and obsession that permeates every aspect of their being. Louder Than
Hell is an examination of that cultural phenomenon and the much-maligned genre of music that has stood the test of
time. Louder than Hell features more than 250 interviews with some of the biggest bands in metal, including Black
Sabbath, Metallica, Megadeth, Anthrax, Slayer, Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Spinal Tap, Pantera, White Zombie, Slipknot,
and Twisted Sister; insights from industry insiders, family members, friends, scenesters, groupies, and journalists; and 48
pages of full-color photographs.
Discusses the origins, growth, and aesthetic values of the Vienna Secession, examining architecture, paintings, and
graphics by the association's progressive artists.
The familiar yellow Technical Instruction series from Bosch have long proved one of their most popular instructional aids.
They provide a clear and concise overview of the theory of operation, component design, model variations, and technical
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terminology for the entire Bosch product line, and give a solid foundation for better diagnostics and servicing. Clearly
written and illustrated with photos, diagrams and charts, these books are equally at home in the vocational classroom,
apprentices toolkit, or enthusiasts fireside chair. If you own a car, especially a European one, you have Bosch
components and systems. Covers:-Lambda closed-loop control for passenger car diesel engines-Functional description-
Triggering signals
The only biography of its kind, Lincolnomics narrates The Great Emancipator’s untold legacy as The Great Builder of
American infrastructure—developer of an economic ladder to democracy through national transportation, public education,
and market access Lincoln’s view of the right to fulfill one’s economic destiny was at the core of his governing
philosophy—but he knew no one could climb that ladder without strong federal support. Some of his most enduring
policies came to him before the Civil War, visions of a country linked by railroads running ocean to ocean, canals turning
small towns into bustling cities, public works bridging farmers to market. Expertly appraising the foundational ideas and
policies on infrastructure that America’s sixteenth president rooted in society, John F. Wasik tracks Lincoln from his time
in the 1830s as a young Illinois state legislator pushing internal improvements; through his work as a lawyer representing
the Illinois Central Railroad in the 1840s; to his presidential fight for the Transcontinental Railroad; and his support of land-
grant colleges that educated a nation. To Lincoln, infrastructure meant more than the roads, bridges, and canals he
shepherded as a lawyer and a public servant. These brick-and-mortar developments were essential to a nation’s lifting
citizens above poverty and its isolating origins. Lincolnomics revives the disremembered history of how Lincoln paved the
way for Eisenhower’s interstate highways and FDR’s social amenities. With an afterword addressing the failure of
American infrastructure during the COVID-19 pandemic, and how Lincoln’s policies provide a guide to the future,
Lincolnomics makes the case for the man nicknamed “The Rail Splitter” as the Presidency's greatest builder.
Toward an Architecture of Enjoyment is the first publication in any language of the only book devoted to architecture by
Henri Lefebvre. Written in 1973 but only recently discovered in a private archive, this work extends Lefebvre’s influential
theory of urban space to the question of architecture. Taking the practices and perspective of habitation as his starting
place, Lefebvre redefines architecture as a mode of imagination rather than a specialized process or a collection of
monuments. He calls for an architecture of jouissance—of pleasure or enjoyment—centered on the body and its rhythms
and based on the possibilities of the senses. Examining architectural examples from the Renaissance to the postwar
period, Lefebvre investigates the bodily pleasures of moving in and around buildings and monuments, urban spaces, and
gardens and landscapes. He argues that areas dedicated to enjoyment, sensuality, and desire are important sites for a
society passing beyond industrial modernization. Lefebvre’s theories on space and urbanization fundamentally reshaped
the way we understand cities. Toward an Architecture of Enjoyment promises a similar impact on how we think about,
and live within, architecture.
"How do I know I covered all the requirements? Where do I begin? When should I stop? Did I miss something that will
result in unpleasant surprises down the road?" If you are a Business Analyst, these questions will certainly mean
something to you. You've probably asked yourself these questions at one point or another when you were assigned your
early requirements development tasks.In this book, I introduce a requirements development roadmap that will guide you
from start to finish. It is a plan carefully prepared and organized around consecutive stations. At each station, I tell you:1.
The target objective, and why you need to think about that particular objective at that specific point in time2. Which
elicitation techniques will best serve the objective, and which questions to ask in order to capture the information you
need3. Which analysis tools to apply in order to analyze the information from different angles4. How to document the
output of the exercise that you just performed
Ukraine Industrial and Business Directory Volume 1 Strategic Information and ContactsLulu.comMore Words and
PicturesLincolnomicsHow President Lincoln Constructed the Great American EconomyDiversion Books
In Sexuality in the Confessional: A Sacrament Profaned, Stephen Haliczer places the current debate on sex, celibacy,
and the Catholic Church in a historical context by drawing upon a wealth of actual case studies and trial evidence to
document how, from 1530 to 1819, sexual transgression attended the heightened significance of the Sacrament of
Penance. Attempting to reassert its moral and social control over the faithful, the Counter-Reformation Church
underscored the importance of communion and confession. Priests were asked to be both exemplars of celibacy and
"doctors of souls," and the Spanish Inquisition was there to punish transgressors. Haliczer relates the stories of these
priests as well as their penitents, using the evidence left by Inquisition trials to vividly depict sexual misconduct, during
and after confession, and the punishments wayward priests were forced to undergo. In the process, he sheds new light
on the Church of the period, the repressed lives of priests, and the lives of their congregations; coming to a conclusion as
startling as it is timely. Based on an exhaustive investigation of Inquisition cases involving soliciting confessors as well as
numerous confessors' manuals and other works, Sexuality in the Confessional makes a significant contribution to the
history of sexuality, women's history, and the sociology of religion.
'Straight Whisky' is the first book ever to chronicle all the music, magic and mayhem of the Sunset Strip. Erik Quisling and Austin
Williams have created a unique multi-levelled portrait that is unlike any other rock book on record. With its sweeping historical
analysis and down and dirty details, 'Straight Whisky' pulls no punches and leaves no stone unturned. Quisling has drawn upon
extensive research to chronicle the ways in which music on the Sunset Strip has both shaped and reflected the American
experience since 1964. Williams has chosen sixteen of the most memorable events from the period and developed them into
dramatic narratives that offer an intensely intimate view of this incredible story. Together, along with dozens of rare photos and
original interviews with the rock stars who were there when it all happened, these perspectives provide a comprehensive look at
the most famous stretch of rock 'n' roll real estate on Earth: the famed 'rock block' of Sunset Boulevard. Here are the stories that
have been whispered about for decades. Now they can be told out loud for the first time.
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The photos in this edition are black and white. There comes a time in every automobile's life when the engine just doesn't perform
as it should anymore. It may be burning oil, it may be leaking, the compression may be so low that it only starts on cold days, or
maybe it just isn't very efficient anymore. When all of this happens, you have to decide whether to just dump the car and replace it,
or add some new life to your old car by rebuilding the engine. Rebuilding the engine in any used car, much less a classic, seems
like a much more attractive option when you can save a lot of money by doing it yourself. Sometimes the savings are the
difference between keeping your car or letting it go. If you want to keep you car running strong and lasting for years, this is the
book for you. A part of CarTech's Workbench Series, "How to Rebuild Any Automotive Engine" covers the basics of any engine
rebuild in more than 400 photos of step-by-step instruction. Subjects covered include preparation and tool requirements, engine
removal, engine disassembly, machine work and clean-up, short-block assembly, final engine assembly, installation, start-up, and
break in. Also visited are the options of purchasing crate engines, remanufactured engines, and performance upgrades. This book
applies to all cars on the road that feature an internal combustion engine. Spend a little on this book and save hundreds of dollars
down the road.
Rising to Power is a time tested, wisdom-packed guide for executives desiring to be exceptional leaders as they navigate their
ascent to the highest levels of their organization. Nearly two-thirds of all leaders entering executive roles lack sufficient
understanding of what is required and are unprepared for what they will face, which explains why 50 percent of them fail within the
first eighteen months. For decades we have known that failure rates among transitioning executives are too high, causing
exorbitant costs, damaged organizations, and stalled careers. Still, little has changed in the way organizations prepare leaders to
assume executive positions. Three-fourths of new executives say their organization did not adequately prepare them for the
executive office. It doesn’t have to be this way. If you are an executive—or you’re aspiring to be one—and considering how you will
navigate the ascent in your organization, Rising to Power will serve you like no other resource can. Odds are high you have
watched a promising executive fail on their way up. Like many, you scratched your head, wondering, “Why didn’t they see that
coming?” Now you’re hoping not to be the next one that falls. Rising to Power will guide you on a predictable journey of ascent,
through the transitional moments and issues most common in executive failure. It will bolster your confidence, open your eyes,
deepen your insight, and if you let it, reveal your own proclivities for failure that you may not even recognize. Based on a ten-year
longitudinal study, Rising to Power offers a profoundly new way of looking at an executive’s rise in an organization, and offers an
approach to significantly increase your odds of success.
This practical and helpful volume details how clinicians can work through various common challenges in individual, couple, or
group psychotherapy. Chapters draw upon clinical wisdom gleaned from the author’s 48 years as a practicing psychiatrist to
address topics such as using countertransference for therapeutic purposes; resistance, especially when it needs to be the focus of
the therapy; and a prioritization of exploration over explanation. Along with theory and clinical observations, Dr.Gans offers a
series of "Clinical Pearls," pithy comments that highlight different interventions to a wide range of clinical challenges. These
include patient hostility, the abrupt and unilateral termination of therapy, the therapist’s loss of compassionate neutrality when
treating a couple, and many more. Many of the "Clinical Pearls" prioritize working in the here-and-now. In addition to offering
advice and strategies for therapists, the book also addresses concerns like the matter of fees in private practice and the virtue of
moral courage on the part of the therapist. Written with clarity, heart, and an abundance of clinical wisdom, Addressing
Challenging Moments in Psychotherapy is essential reading for all clinicians, teachers, and supervisors of psychotherapy.
This volume seeks to investigate how humour translation has developed since the beginning of the 21st century, focusing in
particular on new ways of communication. The authors, drawn from a range of countries, cultures and academic traditions,
address and debate how today’s globalised communication, media and new technologies are influencing and shaping the
translation of humour. Examining both how humour translation exploits new means of communication and how the processes of
humour translation may be challenged and enhanced by technologies, the chapters cover theoretical foundations and implications,
and methodological practices and challenges. They include a description of current research or practice, and comments on
possible future developments. The contributions interconnect around the issue of humour creation and translation in the 21st
century, which can truly be labelled as the age of multimedia. Accessible and engaging, this is essential reading for advanced
students and researchers in Translation Studies and Humour Studies.
Widow, poet and cat-lover Fran Lamb, a writer for local newspaper the Winkham Weekly Snooze, decides to start up her own
creative writing group. She is joined at the Winkham Memorial Institute by glamorous P.E. teacher Penny, shy librarian Janet and
Annie, a housewife whose mysterious anxiety causes her to substitute the correct words for entirely the wrong ones. From this
unpromising beginning, the four women soon form plans to write and perform a play about Boadicea, ancient East Anglican queen
and feminist icon, 'because the Romans stole her land and raped her daughters, and she was very, very, annoyed.' Over the
course of several weeks, truths are gradually shared along with tea and vodka, and soon Fran, Janet, Penny and Annie find
themselves needing to draw on heroic reserves of their own. The Boadicea of Britannia Street is a funny and very touching play
about female friendship by the author of Micky Salberg's Crystal Ballroom Dance Band. 'Ade Morris's sparkling script plots with a
spot-on eye for character and ear for dialogue, building the tension as the quartet confront their fears and timid hopes.' - The Stage
'Ade Morris's The Boadicea of Britannia Street is an absolute gem of a play, beautifully observed.' - British Theatre Guide
Hidden in the mountains of East Tennessee, an eleven-year old goes about the business of being a boy during the summer of
1970. Within a balance of terror and innocence, he bears silent witness to ghosts of the dead and the cruelties of a teenage killer
while local justice plays out in a community carved from legacies of coal mining and religion.
How to Rebuild and Modify High-Performance Manual Transmissions breaks down the disassembly, inspection,
modification/upgrade, and rebuilding process into detailed yet easy-to-follow steps consistent with our other Workbench series
books. The latest techniques and insider tips are revealed, so an enthusiast can quickly perform a tear-down, identify worn parts,
select the best components, and successfully assemble a high-performance transmission. Transmission expert and designer Paul
Cangialosi shares his proven rebuilding methods, insight, and 27 years of knowledge in the transmission industry. He guides you
through the rebuilding process for most major high-performance transmissions, including BorgWarner T10 and super T10,
GM/Muncie, Ford Toploader, and Tremec T5. This new edition also contains a complete step-by-step rebuild of the Chrysler A833
transmission.
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